South Africa’s
design resource is
being developed
at a keen pace.

This lily chandelier is
part of an award-winning
sustainable lighting series
‘Other People’s Rubbish’
by South African designer
Heath Nash

design
signiﬁcant social development with an
increase in employment opportunities.
The very credible National Development
Plan with all of its deﬁned objectives that
are to be achieved by 2030 makes no
mention of “design or innovation or product
development” – the fundamentals that need
to be in place if we are to manufacture
products that will sell. It is not just a need to
challenge the levels of imports; it should be
a principal objective to put in place initiatives
that encourage industry to exploit design.
This encouragement could be in the
form of subsidised design time, where the
smaller industries within the SMME sector
can access this design resource whose
mandate will be to develop products that are
appropriate to the manufacturing capability
of the company: Products of quality, products
that meet customer needs. Innovative
products that deliver against market
demands, both domestic and export,
products that compete against imported
products and win. Products that are
made in South Africa.

Iconic furniture & interior designer Haldane
Martin graduated in
Industrial Design in
1992. In 1994 he began
his own contemporary furniture design
company in SA’s design
capital, Cape Town.
His animated furniture
designs such as the
award-winning Zulu
Mama chair have become much loved icons
of a new South African
cultural design identity.
The frames are made
from rustproof, 60%
recycled stainless steel.
The UV stable polypropylene plastic weaving
material is available in
various colours. The
black coloured plastic
is made from recycled
factory waste

Designer Andy Cartwright said he looked
past conventional design
recipes and inspiration to
focus on the consumer’s
needs and idiosyncrasies
to create Korol. Made of
100% recycled PP, Korol is
a world-ﬁrst and brings a
fresh perspective to home
décor. It uses geodesic
mathematical formulas
to create star-shaped
components or “building blocks” that, when
connected at their points,
can form anything from
tealight candle holders to
lampshades and stools
to enormous wall murals.
Brightly coloured silicone
plugs add a sense of fun
to the product and the
options for what can be
created are limitless.

Sutla combines creativity and engineering in
world-class designs that are unique and functional.
Born out of the creative partnership of industrial
designer, Altus van Zijl and aesthetic extraordinaire, Brigitte Hauptﬂeisch, Sutla specialises in
furniture, product and interior design and all of
their work is characterised by being sustainable
and on-trend, made locally with careful attention to
detail, boasting pop colours and clean lines.
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Design

– critical to
growth of viable
product manufacturing
sector in SA
Employing qualiﬁed industrial designers can secure
tangible economic and social beneﬁts for the company
DESIGN and creativity has proven over and over again to
boost manufacturing performance, in turn creating more
demand for innovative thinking and the application of design in
industry.
Northern European countries and the UK manufacturing
and business sectors have put in place initiatives to compete
aggressively against economic hard times. They have
acknowledged with serious intent that in implementing a
controlled professional product design and development
strategy and by employing well qualiﬁed industrial designers
they can secure tangible economic and social beneﬁts,
including improved GDP ﬁgures and increased employment
opportunities.
In South Africa the need for the continued growth of a
sustainable product manufacturing sector that will feed a
domestic and export market with quality innovative products, is
an area of major importance.
Each year two top South African institutions ‘produce’ our
country’s next generation of industrial designers – those
creative minds that eventually mastermind the quality
innovative products that make an extraordinary difference in
our lives every day.
We spoke to Mike Wythe and Angus Campbell, each
an industrial design fundi, about their views on the current
state and future of industrial design in this country. Mike is
an industrial designer and lecturer for the Industrial Design
Programme at the Tshwane University of Technology (TUT).
Angus is a senior lecturer in the Department of Industrial
Design, FADA, at the University of Johannesburg (UJ).
There appears to be an increasing interest in industrial
design as a career. Competition is tough and only the best
students are accepted at TUT & UJ.
Mike: Every effort is being made by the institutions to present
industrial design as a career option. The main problem is
exposure – matrics from the ‘sticks’ have had little exposure to
this ﬁeld of study, or have no understanding of where products
70 FEBRUARY / MARCH 2014

The Joe Paine bird fold feeder (above) – inspired by paper origami
birds, the fold feeder subtly resembles a perched Giant Eagle
Owl. Joe Paine is a product and furniture designing products that
are inventive but simple, sophisticated without pretension, with a
focus on outdoor applications, plants and bird life

come from. Those that do apply have a basic understanding
of design, but this usually stems from their appreciation for
fast, luxury cars – most applicants want to be car designers!
However, over the last four years TUT have seen a developing
interest in the course we offer, together with an improvement in
the quality of applicants, so something positive is happening!
Angus: With the ease of access to information through
mass media, potential students and school leavers are
becoming more exposed to the realm of industrial design. With
organisations such as the SABS Design Institute, Southern
Guild, Design Indaba and with Cape Town being awarded
World Design Capital 2014, design is also being documented
much more thoroughly in the popular press. This exposure
is also increased for scholars with the inclusion of design
and technology as a possible matric subject. Our department
had 200 applications for 35 to 40 places in ﬁrst year. About
half of the 200 do not meet minimum requirements in terms
of their marks, but the rest are required to submit a portfolio
which allows us to evaluate the range of their skills and their
understanding of the profession. Competition is tough and only
the best students are accepted.
For many students, the initial attraction of an industrial
design degree is automobile design!
Mike: The initial interest in industrial design is usually
developed from an interest in cars. Evidence presented in
the portfolios submitted by applicants shows that the majority
believe cars have been ‘designed’, while other products
(electrical appliances, white goods, cell phones, etc) are ‘just
made’. This undeveloped understanding of what design is all
about is quickly changed and developed during the ﬁrst year of
study with us. Through exposure students realise that there >>

THE DESIGN FACTOR…
>> is far more to design than meets the
eye.
Angus: There is a serious love affair
with automobiles in South Africa and
for many of the students entering our
programme, a degree in industrial design
is a stepping stone to an international
master’s qualiﬁcation in vehicle design.
With the rise of Apple, the popular
understanding of what industrial design
can achieve also attracts creative
students towards the discipline, although
there are still a lot more parents who
would like their children to be engineers,
lawyers or doctors!
Industrial design graduates typically
become entrepreneurs, or work as part
of a design team, product manufacturer,
model maker or illustrator.
Mike: Employment is at the forefront of
the student’s mind. Opportunities within
the consultancy sector are few and
competition is ﬁerce. The corporate world
in SA as yet has not recognised the valueadded contribution design can make
to their endeavours; the manufacturing
SME sector in SA is still in its infancy
and therefore the demand for design
input is limited. As students progress
through the course over three years,

they do begin to focus on the idea of
becoming entrepreneurs as they see the
real possibilities in designing, making and
distributing their own products.
Angus: Both our 3rd (NDip) year and
4th (BTech) year students undertake
internships during their three years of
study. These internships regularly result in
our students having jobs waiting for them
before they graduate. The great news is
that this year the demand for industrial
designers in a range of industries has
been staggering! Graduates typically
enter the following career paths: as a
member of a design team at a design
consultancy; as a member of an inhouse design team at a manufacturing
company; as a manufacturer of products;
as a model maker or as an illustrator.
However, the process of design thinking
taught to our students can be applied in a
wide range of careers and the breadth of
our offering allows for a lot of ﬂexibility for
the students in ﬁnding a place in the job
market.
National industry competitions
ensure students are exposed to reallife commercial design needs.
Mike: All students have the opportunity to
participate in factory visits which give the

students a direct insight into the various
manufacturing and production processes
that are out there. Injection moulding,
sheet metal fabrication, pressing, forming
and casting will all be experienced ﬁrsthand. Students are encouraged to enter
industry related projects and competitions,
for instance, the Sasol & ARMSA student
product of year competition, the PISA,
PETCO and Plastics│SA student design
competitions, and Eskom lighting and
COBRA tap design projects.
Taking part in these competitions
students have to address issues beyond
those of mere aesthetics. They have to
prepare manufacturing documentation
and speciﬁcations as well as indicative
product costing information. They have
to prepare a package of information that
will communicate the marketing aspects
(aesthetics, function, ergonomics) of their
product, as well as all the manufacturing
and material speciﬁcations details
required to move into volume production.
Angus: Our department tries to make
sure that all projects undertaken by
students are as real as possible, but
without the ﬁnancial implications or risks
of manufacture. In the 1st and 2nd year
of the programme our training focuses on
teaching skills. In 2nd year the students
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DESIGN

participate in multiple national industry
competitions (such as the ARMSA and
PlSA student design competitions), and
in 3rd (NDip) and 4th (BTech) years
students regularly undertake projects
for international competitions and local
industry briefs. Many of the projects
they undertake also require them to
outsource certain components of their
designs to manufacturers (such as laser
cutting) which stands them in good
stead should they want to start their own
companies directly after graduating.
Design must be taken seriously
as an integral part of manufacturing,
business development, growth and
increased employment.
Mike: I believe there is a growing
interest in industrial design within the
manufacturing sector. Within small,
medium and large company structures
there should be a genuine acceptance
that ‘the design factor’ is a strategic
business tool that can have a major
impact on your company’s bottom line.
If we, as a developing country, are to
see any improvements in our balance
of payments or GDP we must start
manufacturing value added products.
To give industrial design just a passing
glance as a ‘nice to have’ is not good
enough.
Angus: The plastics industry in
Johannesburg (Plastics│SA, PISA,
ARMSA and Afrimold) has been very
good at running annual competitions
with our students, exposing the
students to the industry and the industry
to the creativity of the students. In terms
of relevance and quality, for all exit
level modules we have industry based
moderators that give us feedback on
the student work and project briefs.
Through our annual student exhibition
past alumni and industry are invited to

PLASTIC
EXTRUSION
WELDERS

see the range and quality of our student
work which also allows for feedback.
There are a number of hurdles for
the industrial design graduates who
hope to follow an entrepreneurial
route. However, starting small, whilst
keeping overheads low and gradually
building the company has given birth
to some great success stories.
Mike: There is no easy access to
venture capital to set up their operation.
If it is self-funded it is heavily taxed
from the start, putting a burden on cash
ﬂow. IP costs are high. Cost escalation
from ex-factory to distribution to retail is
also a factor as percentage proﬁt mark
ups are high. Local tooling costs are
not competitive and local raw material
costs are high. There is also little or
no promotional initiative for locally
designed and manufactured products.
A ‘shop window’ for South African
designed and made products would be
a great help – a South African Design
Centre!
Angus: Access to ﬁnance and the
ability to protect your design whilst
trying to source ﬁnance are two of
the greatest challenges for students
trying to commercialise their designs.
However, many alumni have started
very successful commercial enterprises
straight out of university. These tend
to be students that start small, whilst
keeping overheads low and gradually
building their company through their
success. Examples of such companies
are Dokter and Misses, and Joe Paine
who both recently returned from
exhibiting their design work in London
and New York to much praise.

reliable

versatile

compact

performance

www.tut.ac.za/goto/id

efficient

www.uj.ac.za/industrial

The Lala drinks cabinet by Dokter and Misses – industrial designer Adriaan Hugo and
graphic designer Katy Taplin have combined skills to produce a selection of furniture,
lighting, objects and design-art pieces known for its strong modernist lines, graphic
patterns and the sense of humour that runs throughout

powerful
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BY MIKE WYTHE, M DES RCA (ID ENG), INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER & LECTURER

Developed technology

+
DESIGN
=
commercially successful product
WHICH came ﬁrst, the chicken
or the egg? In this case it’s
which comes ﬁrst, the product
or the mould?

The answer for most within the manufacturing sector will be obvious, there is no
business sense in setting aside the capital for
a new mould until the product design work
has been completed.
This is where the problem begins. We are
not designing a product; we are sitting back
and letting others take our markets. South Africa imports an unjustiﬁed quantity of ﬁnished
plastic products, keeping our BRICs trading
partners happy, speciﬁcally China and India,

when it comes to ﬁnished product and Brazil
and Russia with regards raw material. They
will continue to revel in the proﬁts to be
made by exploiting our markets and those of
Sub-Saharan Africa.
Goldman Sachs, the multi-national investment banking ﬁrm, predicts that China and
India, respectively, will become the dominant
global suppliers of manufactured goods
and services, while Brazil and Russia will
become similarly dominant as suppliers of
raw materials.
Where do we begin to set up initiatives
that will offer much needed help to our
ﬂoundering SMME sector? In a recent report
prepared by Sir George Cox, chairman of

University developed technology + design = Commercially
Successful Product: Navetas Smart Meter
The University of Oxford developed a new process for measuring electricity usage
but needed design support to take it to a stage where they could raise money to
fund the next stage of development.
The Design Council’s Innovate for Universities programme helped the team to
develop the product and identify market opportunities. The original spinout was
bought by energy management ﬁrm, Navetas.
The Navetas Energy Monitor is installed at the incoming mains supply of a
property at the electricity meter point. The device is equipped with software that
can monitor the energy usage of major appliances around the home without the
need for additional plugs or devices to be installed. The software is self-learning and
does not require any user intervention to identify appliances. It records all appliance activity for a period of time (this is called the learning period) after which it will
automatically calculate what the energy usage of speciﬁc appliances is in real time.
The learning period takes between 8-15 days. Further investment of £4m has been
secured to enable the company to continue developing the product and run national
trials with a major UK energy company.

the UK Design Council for the British Government, four speciﬁcs were highlighted.
These (with minor tweaks by the author!)
could proﬁtably be applied to the business
of manufacturing products South Africa:
Constitute a national support programme, focus the resources of the DTI
and similar organisations such as the
SABS and SATA to work with SMMEs
and help them use design
Recognise that strategic design work
should be eligible for R&D tax credits –
encourage investment in innovation
Create centres of excellence in
higher education for multi-disciplinary
courses combining management studies,
engineering, technology and creative
disciplines
Raising the proﬁle of the creative
industries through a national network of
design centres – shop windows for South
African manufactured product.
South African has an urgent need to
accelerate the development and sustained
growth of the SMME sector, create employment through the continued growth of a
sustainable product manufacture that in turn
will ‘feed’ a domestic and export market with
quality innovative products.
How do we achieve these laudable
objectives?
Structure and implement a national
support programme, emanating and
driven by the universities, supported by
government and the business sector, to
direct and encourage the Small Medium
Manufacturing Enterprise sector to use
product/industrial design recourses as a
strategic value added business tool.
Establish centres of excellence ‘Design
& Recourse Centres’ in higher education
institutions that are structured to provide a
multi-disciplinary resource to the SMME’s
in business management, engineering,
technology research, industrial design
and the creative disciplines. Centres of
excellence set up to facilitate the capture
and development of innovative, creative
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FEATURE
Design education + creative engineering =
products with strong commercial p
otential: Folding plug
South Korean-born Min-Kyu Choi, an MA
design graduate from the Royal College of
Art won the Brit Insurance Designs of the
Year Award in 2010 for his folding plug design
concept. Folding ﬂat for storage, the design
reduced the overall plug size by over 70%,
folding down to just 10mm wide — no thicker
than a Blackberry. The original folding plug
is now being developed by Made in Mind,
a venture comprising of Choi and Londonbased businessman Matthew Judkins. The
folding plug illustrates how design education,
combining appreciation of design with creative
engineering, can lead to the development of
products with strong commercial potential.

product concepts taking them through to
a commercially viable status. A hands-on
resource to move a product idea from
concept to market.
Develop and encourage a good design
ethos accepting design as a key factor
in business competitiveness in a global
economy.
Until now design has not played an important enough part in developing a sustainable
product manufacturing base in South Africa.

Our academic and technical universities
must be challenged to stretch technology
and innovate.
Design can help commercialise new
technology, stimulate our manufacturing
base and have the potential to accelerate
exports.
This in turn will go some way to ‘designing jobs’ by improving the country’s GDP
status and also have a positive impact on
the health of the country as a whole.

Mike Wythe is an
industrial designer
and lecturer for the
Industrial Design
Programme at the
Tshwane University
of Technology (TUT). Mike is a graduate of the Royal College in London
where he completed his Masters in
Industrial Design Engineering.
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Create a market and supply it
– b(u)y design!

By MIKE WyTHE, M DEs RCA (ID Eng),
InDusTRIAl DEsIgnER & lECTuRER

THE rhetoric continues – job creation, a
need to improve education standards,
sustained growth of our manufacturing
sector, the same old round about. What
has been done or achieved over the
last 20+ years? Some might say ‘very
little’ and it is difficult to disagree with

this assessment. The contribution the
manufacturing sector makes to the
country’s GDP level should and can be
greater than it is!
There are many small companies
who would like to get stuck in and start
contributing and competing, if only it

were on a level playing field. With no tax
breaks, high material costs, restrictive
labour practices and the ‘big boys’ who
use preferred supplier status to their
advantage, screwing the potential South
African supplier into the ground on price.
This aggressive work environment, plus
the growing challenge of cheap imported
product coming in by the bucket load
makes it difficult to realize a sustainable
and profitable business plan.
A cursory glance at markets being
created here by the volume of imported
low tech plastic moulded products
plundering our consumer sector is
an indictment of what we are not
doing here. More precisely what our
SMME sector is not being supported
and encouraged to do – design and
manufacture quality, value for money
products that can present the domestic
and export customer with a choice at
point of purchase.
What goes around, comes around”
Never mind what has been happening
over the past 20 years, what was
happening 150 years ago? The
objectives were basically the same;
manufacture products, secure a market,
make a profit, grow the economy and
create jobs.

Our schools and others in Sub-Saharan Africa
need desks. Recently a design brief for a
desk was given to South African industrial
design students who were restricted to using
thermoplastic processes. The concepts
presented suggest some interesting possibilities
which we could create a market for and then
supply
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Mike Wythe is an
industrial designer and
lecturer for the Industrial
Design Programme at
the Tshwane University
of Technology (TUT).
Mike is a graduate of the Royal College in
London where he completed his Masters in
Industrial Design Engineering.

The extract featured here is taken from
an address given by John Ruskin c.1860
to an audience made up of Victorian
businessmen and manufacturers. He
puts an interesting focus on commercial
activities of his day. Reading between the
lines it is easy to think of him giving the
address at some local trade conference,
or Design Indaba circa 2014.
“You must always remember that
your business is to form a market, as
much as to supply it. If, in short-sighted
and reckless eagerness for wealth, you
catch at every humour of the populace
as it shapes itself into momentary
demand – if, in jealous rivalry with
your neighbouring States, or with other
producers, you try to attract attention by
singularities, novelties and gaudiness,
to make every design an advertisement
and pilfer every idea of successful
neighbours that you may insidiously
imitate it, or pompously eclipse – no
good design will ever be possible to you,
or perceived by you.”
“You may, by accident, snatch the
market; or by energy command it; or you
may, with equal justice of fortune, be
ruined by them. But the whole of your
life will have been spent in corrupting
public taste and encouraging public
extravagance.”

PLASTIC
EXTRUSION
WELDERS

reliable

“Every preference you won by
gaudiness must have been based on
the purchaser’s vanity; every demand
you have created has fostered in
the consumers habits of discontent;
and when you retire into inactive life,
you may as a subject of consolation
for your declining years, reflect that
precisely according to the extent of
your past operations, your life has been
spent successful in retarding the arts,
tarnishing the virtues, and confusing the
manner of your country”. (John Ruskin
– c.1860)
Ruskin’s words can be read as an
accurate commentary on today’s state:
we are not creating markets, we are not
stimulating or incentivising small industry
development, our economy is not growing,
product design and innovation continues
to take a back seat or conversely adopt an
elitist status by not getting down and dirty
to develop products that solve problems,
grow our manufacturing base or improve
the social infrastructure. While these
issues continue to exist no tangible change
will take place and we will continue to
import far too much value-added product
to the detriment of our economy and the
benefit of others.

versatile

compact

performance

efficient
When you next pay a visit to your local plastic
product retail warehouse or DIY hardware store,
check out the country of origin of the majority of
products. You will soon become aware of what we
are not making here! An interesting experiment is
to look at the products as if you were a potential
manufacturer instead of as a purchaser. Even with
the most rudimentary knowledge of manufacturing
it will be obvious that there is nothing complex
about these products

powerful
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Simple or sophisticated

+ design = PROFIT
THERE is a truism that businesses are run by accountants,
salesmen or a ‘creative marketing man’ with a MBA. The other
side of this stereotype is that manufacturing is not, but should be
run by engineers or designers. Whichever side of the fence you
stand, consensus could possibly be reached along some basic
fundamentals.
The function of manufacturing is to make things that people
need, products that people can use and products of quality
that will perform well over time. The ‘number crunchers’ are
important, but it is the designers and creative engineers that
understand the fundamentals of producing successful products.
The budding entrepreneur will continue to proﬁt handsomely
by bringing in container loads of simple plastic products
to the detriment of our own tool
making and thermoplastic injection
moulding industries.
Looking around it is easy
see that things are not as they
should be: 8 out of 10 basic,
simple plastic products are
imported.

1
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BY MIKE WYTHE, M DES RCA (ID ENG),
INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER & LECTURER

The countries of origin vary from Taiwan, India, China and even
New Zealand; all enjoy a place in our markets.
SIMPLE + DESIGN
In pursuit of the ‘money pot’ and recognising the credible
activities of TASA in their endeavour to kickstart the SA tool
making industry along with Plastics│SA initiatives to grow the
plastics industry, we must ﬁnd a way to compete against this
ﬂood of imports.
A few case-studies exemplify the fact that design is a
fundamental element to success. Apple is one. The turnaround
of this company from a loss-making computer company in
the mid-90s to the second largest company in the world, and
recently as the leading brand in the world having knocked
Coca–Cola off its throne, is a consequence of a design-led
approach to innovation.
Similar examples at the sophisticated end of the textile market
include the turnaround of the clothes retailer Burberry to become
a top performing company in the FTSE 100 over the last six
years.
In the case of Burberry it is recognised that it is the mutual
understanding at board level of the importance of
design in line with the objectives and modus
operandi of the CEO that has resulted in
the consistent growth of the company.
Leading UK manufacturers, such as
Dyson, JCB, Russell Hobbs and Jaguar
all regard design as essential to their
expansion in highly competitive global
markets.
SOPHISTICATED + DESIGN
Burberry, under chief creative ofﬁcer,
Christopher Bailey MBE, has used designled innovation to rejuvenate its brand offer
from a traditional British clothes manufacturer
into a leading luxury brand in less than a decade. The
company fully integrates the fashion, materials and
process elements of their operations with the use of the
latest communication tools, such as digital social media,
to extend its brand reach and appeal to customers.
In the ﬁnal three months of 2010, Burberry enjoyed
a 36% increase in global retail sales, driven largely
by high-end consumers in emerging markets, and
posted record high share prices in early 2011. The
company’s turnaround shows a UK business using
design to succeed in an increasingly competitive
global market. (Source: UK Design Council)

Apple (1) and Dyson (2) all
regard design as essential
to their expansion in highly
competitive global markets

DESIGN

INNOVATION + DESIGN = SUCCESS
An independent evaluation of the design
service industry in the UK recently
showed that every £1 invested in a
design project returned over £25 within
a two-year period. Additional beneﬁts
secured by companies that have explored
and pursued design initiatives include
accelerated business growth, increased
market share and successful new
product, service and brand development
with an increase in employment
opportunities.
There is a deﬁnite business case for
design. Product design is paramount
to every company involved in the
manufacture and marketing of physical
products of any type. Design is the key
stone to all current and future initiatives
speciﬁc to the growth of our own SMME
base.
We are not going to be able to compete
against the Apples, Sony’s or LG’s of this
world but with the acceptance, recognition
and application of design we will be able

to conceive of better products that will:
sell more
increase market share
obtain wider distribution
improve margins
and carve out new opportunities
develop more employment
opportunities
All of which will increase revenue and,
potentially, also decrease costs, improve
the countries bottom line and have a
positive impact on the level of our GDP.

Mike Wythe is an
industrial designer
and lecturer for the
Industrial Design
Programme at the
Tshwane University
of Technology (TUT). Mike is a graduate
of the Royal College in London
where he completed his
Masters in Industrial Design
Engineering.

2

3

Product design is paramount
to Russell Hobbs (3), as
is evidenced by the
highly acclaimed line
of household
appliances
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BY MIKE WYTHE, M DES RCA (ID ENG), INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER & LECTURER

Create markets by design
TO MEET the social objectives and challenges that are realities within the everyday
fabric of South Africa we must manufacture.
We must make things! Manufacture value
added products that will not only deliver
quality but also meet the end-user demands
of the discerning customers.
From the smallest and simplest to the
largest and more sophisticated, a sustainable effort should be made to develop
and sell to the burgeoning Sub-Saharan,
domestic and potential export market that
are ready to be exploited.
If we don’t, China and India will!
The population of Sub-Saharan Africa
was at 800 million in the mid-2000. At an
estimated growth rate of 2.3%. The UN
predicts for the region a population of
nearly 1.5 billion in 2050
Trade between China and Africa jumped
45% in 2008 to reach US$107 billion, the
bulk of which went to Sub-Saharan Africa.
(Source – Wikipedia)

By 2020 it is estimated that India will
emerge as the largest in the world in
terms of annual out-turn of tertiary
graduates.
(Ref: Morgan Stanley. Survey c.2005)

South Africa’s population is 50 million plus,
where 30% are under 15 years, +/- 7 million
being male with hopes of securing a job
sometime within the next ﬁve years. How
we act now will not only decide their future
but the future of their children.
Mining, agriculture even tourism will not
absorb these numbers. Popular opinion
centres on the fact that we must develop
and apply pro-active, sustainable strategies
to stimulate the growth of the SMME sector. This is not simply a matter of throwing
money at the problem. The reserves of
talent we have within the creative industries;
industrial design, product development,
innovative engineering and marketing are
as yet untapped. Unlike the mining industry
these resources are not ﬁnite; they can be
‘mined’ and will continue to deliver proﬁtable
returns.
Maybe we should consider the India
model: They have constituted a ‘National
Design Policy’. This along with a number
of other initiatives is a government-led
mechanism set up to improve the quality
of design in India with speciﬁc reference to
the sustained development of the SMME
sector.
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South Africa has well-established
manufacturing operations
together with the young,
enthusiastic newcomers eager to make a
contribution. Both
are competing
against the unjustiﬁed level of
imported component parts
and ﬁnished
products that
are swamping
our markets.
Go into any
garden centre
or DIY retail store
and you will ﬁnd
large display areas
presenting a variety
of simple products, from
garden tools to power tools
for purchase at questionable
prices. None of these suggest technically challenging manufacturing questions,
but on investigation the country of origin will
not be South Africa. In fact, go into any high
street retail environment and you will ﬁnd
the country of origin of these and a diverse
range of other products will not be South
Africa.
Offer quality designed, locally made,
competitive products
To compete against this onslaught we need
to help our manufacturing sector address
the fundamentals that are vital to the

Design + thermoplastic processing + unique
functional needs – creates a product
The development of this product identiﬁed a need
in many markets for a manual wheelchair without
metal. People can now be transported in airports,
hospitals, swimming pools and spas without any
problems with metal detectors, rust, or damage
to instruments. The challenges were demanding: the wheelchair had to have a modern design
and satisfy strict requirements for strength and
function according to given standards. The chair
also had to have a sufﬁciently low cost price to
be economical. The wheelchair is made of 100%
thermoplastic. This is an innovation which means
that the wheelchair meets the need to be able to
pass through metal detectors at airports. It can
also be used in or beside swimming pools without rusting and can be pushed all the way into
MRI machines in hospitals without any risk to
staff or machine. Norwegian Design Council - Award for
Design Excellence - 2011

Design and innovative thinking
+ product – created a market
Duracell wanted to sell more batteries; a torch seemed to be
a good idea. Initial research suggested the market was well
supplied with torches. However in the case of an emergency
these proved unreliable – the switches were corroded, bulbs
were broken, the batteries were ﬂat. The ﬁnal product designed
by BIB Design Consultants and manufactured by Duracell
eliminated the functional deﬁciencies found in other torches.
The “ﬂip top torch” a free standing battery powered light source
went on to set a market standard. The design also established
the model for Duracell to develop a range of quality torches sold
under the Durabeam name.

FEATURE
success of any value-added programme;
clearly identify customer needs, product
innovation and design, quality manufacture,
competitive costing and effective marketing. All very easy to say, but how do cash
strapped companies access professional

assistance towards implementing the key
strategic essentials they need to redress
the imbalance and offer quality designed,
locally made competitive products.
The local raw material suppliers would
like to increase sales volumes. The component and ﬁnished product manufacturing
companies who use these materials would love to see their plants
running 24/7. To realise this Utopian state a suggestion would be for
the raw material supply industries
to partner with DTI (Department
of Trade and Industry) in setting
up resource and design centres.
These easily accessible outlets
would have a twofold function; they
would offer at a subsidised rate
quality market analysis, industrial
design and product development
expertise plus professional business directives that can help turn a
‘jobbing shop’ into a quality product
manufacturer. The products’ being
produced by these revitalised
SMME’s will then be displayed in
these centres, presenting a shop
window for quality South African
made products.
To suggest an alternative
strategy that may very well fall on

deaf ears; is it not time that the CAs and
the MBAs stood aside and allowed those
within the creative industries; engineers,
industrial designers, product innovators
and marketing professionals, have a look
in? CAs and MBAs have their place, of
course, but with few exceptions they are
not equipped to meet the product needs of
the market. So long as these professionals continue to direct business strategies,
to the exclusion of the creative factor, our
manufacturing SMME sector will continue to
be piece-meal, mediocre, non-competitive
and inﬂationary.
Mike Wythe,
industrial designer
and lecturer for the
Industrial Design
Programme at the
Tshwane University
of Technology (TUT), feels passionately about helping to produce the
next generation of creative industrial
designers in South Africa. A graduate
from the Royal College in London
where he completed his post–grad
Masters in Industrial Design Engineering, during his career Mike has moved
through a diverse range of design,
product development, manufacturing
and management disciplines.
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DESIGN

Ingenious design

tackles social issues

TUT and UJ students excel
DESIGNS for a brick mould, wheel
and door stopper and manhole cover
were the top contenders at this year’s
Plastics Institute of Southern Africa’s
(PISA) Student Design Competition
which took place during SA Automotive
Week at Gallagher Convention Centre in
Johannesburg from 14-16 October.

The competition is aimed at second
year industrial design students and
the main focus is to promote the use
of plastics at university level and to
encourage students to pursue careers in

1

the plastics industry.
Industrial design students from the
University of Johannesburg (UJ) and
Tshwane University of Technology
(TUT) had to design a product made
from 100% recycled plastic. The top
25 projects were exhibited at the expo,
which included perspective drawings and
scale models from the students.
The competition also attracted the
attention of the popular SABC career
guidance show, iSpani, which ﬁlmed the
entire competition and awards ceremony.

After a long day of deliberation,
representatives from PETCO, SAPRO,
CSIR and TUT conﬁrmed the ﬁnal
results.
This year’s competition would have
not been possible without the generous
support of sponsors PISA, PlasticsǀSA,
PETCO, POLYCO and SA Automotive
Week, who saw the importance of
encouraging students to create new
end use markets for recycled plastic
products.

st

Rotenda Gene Nevhutalu (TUT)

Brick mould (BriGado)

RoNe Design Studios decided to design a low cost brick making kit from recycled
PE-LD. The product is aimed at the unemployment and housing sector. The brick
making kit makes 36 bricks per stack, with an ergonomic design to allow the user
to easily carry six bricks at a time. Six layers get stacked on top of each other with
a clamping system on either side of the moulds to maintain the size of the bricks
during the setting phase. Product name: BriGado.
Judges’ comments: The student won the competition as he focused on
key issues facing the majority of the South African population. He provided two
solutions with his product: reducing unemployment and increasing housing.

Bob Bond (PISA Northern vice-chair),
with winner Rotenda Nevhutalu (TUT) and
Jacques Lightfoot (PISA Northern chairman)
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PISA Student Design Competition
Merit

The Crawler

Brendan Menges (UJ)

holes in
a frame
allows
for height
adjustment

Infant crawler

The infant crawler is a device design to
help infants who have learning problems
or disabilities, such as cerebral palsy, to
learn how to crawl. The crawler can also
be used as a toy for infants. The device
has bi-axle directional wheels for ease
of movement, as well as a body strap to
keep the infant safe and in place. The
infant crawler is made from recycled PP
using gas assisted injection moulding.

Wheel allows movement
in both directions
the wheel has barrings in side
allowing it to roll in all directions

shows how product
supports infant

Plastic nut to be
injection moulded

DESIGN

Possible branding
idea
Decal or printed logo
as post production

Merit

Stefanie Krynauw (UJ)

Solar light

The solar powered Tri-light is a
sustainable product intended for
areas with no electricity. The Tri-light
is designed with the solar panel at
its optimal degree point for receiving
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the best light from morning until late
afternoon . The Tri-light consists of a
plastic body, three LED light bulbs,
battery pack, inverter and a solar panel.
It is a robust and durable light with a

life expectancy of about ﬁve years,
after which the battery needs to be
replaced. Recycled PP can be used to
manufacture the light. The Tri-light is
small and weighs just 168.75g.

at PISA Student Design Competition

2

nd
Armand du Plessis (TUT)

Wheel and door
stopper (Protect)

The wheel and door stopper are made from
HDPE and are designed to assist drivers when
parking in their garage. The wheel stopper is
ﬁxed to the garage ﬂoor with specially designed
tape in the desired location, to prevent the vehicle
from travelling beyond a given point. The door
stopper’s purpose is to prevent any damage to
the car door once opened. These products work
well together to prevent damage to the vehicle.
Judges’ comments: The judges thought
the student had a great product, especially as
most people have experienced the frustration
of parking in the conﬁned spaces of a garage and
damaging their car! The product is well designed,
looks fantastic and also assists the homeowner.

3

rd
Judd Lombard (UJ)

Manhole cover

100% POLYETHYLENE RECYCLATE
PLASTIC INJECTION MOULDED
MANHOLE COVER

LINEAR RIBBING FOR STRENGTH

THREADED BASE
JUDD LOMBARD

The product focuses on the
re-designing of manhole/
storm water drain covers,
using 100% recycled PE.
This product makes way
for small business creation,
increasing employment
in virtually every town in
the country. The product
is designed to be injection
moulded to ensure a
structurally dense unit. The
unit is either solid or contains
internal ribbing features to
support additional weight
placed on the cover. A thread
is moulded onto the tapered
circumference of the cover
which enables the unit to
be turned into the base
foundation unit containing
the opposite thread. This
enables the cover to be
locked into position. A hand
tool is required to loosen the
cover in order to remove it.

DESIGN

water transport
‘Sharing is caring’ – Here two design students worked together
on the idea of ‘two makes life easier that one’. The stretcher
concept offers greater possibility to transport more water.
This design can transport up to 100 litres a time

The ‘water ball’ a
simple collection
product – a
quick and easy
way to collect,
transport and
deliver up
to 25 litres of
water

The
‘upmarket
wheelie bin’ –
The two-in-one
water container

No pushing or pulling, just
‘wear’ the water collection
device on your back! This
innovative approach
allows the mother of the
family to collect the water
and carry the baby on her
back at the same time.
The weight of the water is
distributed evenly through
the spine, reducing strain
on the back

The well balanced ‘horse and cart’ concept with a slight
change – here the user can load up with water containers of
varying volumes. This allows the weight being pulled to be
balanced with the strength capacity of the one doing the
work. The yellow container can hold 40 litres, blue 30 litres,
green 20 litres, red 10 litres

Peddle power offers a viable alternative to the ‘pushpull’ concept. The suggestion is that this setup
presents an opportunity to an
enterprising individual to
offer a door-to-door
water delivery
service
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